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FOREWORD
This Recommendation was developed with the close co-operation of the representatives of the
European timber irade, timber processing industries, researchand education authorities. This
English language version of the Recommendation will be used für the production of a
European Standard on the assessmentof drying quality of kiln dried sawn timber. Following
translation into all the major European languages, the drying quality Standard will play an
important role in securing a high quality level of kiln dried sawn timber in the European
Internal Market.
This Recommendation addresses all enterprises and individuals within Europe who dry,
transport, export, import, seIl and work with kiln dried sawn timber; and achieves the
following objectives:
.pro vi ding clarity by defining the specific terms relating to drying quality, and hence
revealing the clear demarcation betweenthe definition of wood quality and drying quality.
.pro vi ding definitions of three different drying quality classes, which will allow the precise
specification and provision of desired drying quality in contracts für and amongst the
European producers of, traders in and users ofkiln dried sawn timber.
.providing
clear descriptions of practical methods für the assessmentof drying quality
which will assist in setting up Europe-wide systems für quality control and quality

assurance.
In the future,the Europeandried timberproducingandprocessingindustriesshouldgive more
thought and considerationto the sadly neglectedtopics of quality control and quality
assurancein the field of timber drying. By suchconsideration,the profits of the dried timber
producing sectorcan be increasedin the mediumterm, and the drying processitself be no
longerconsideredasan necessaryevil hut ratherasa meansof addingvalueto the timber.
This pilot edition of the EDG Recommendation on Assessmentof Drying Quality of Timber
has been released für testing under industrial conditions during the period 1994-1996.
Interested companies and individuals are requested to send their comment and the drying
quality control results either to one of the members of the international EDG working group
or to the editor, Dr. Johannes Welling (Bundesforschungsanstalt fiir Forst- und
Holzwirtschaft, Leuschnerstr. 91, D-21031 Hamburg). All information provided will be
treated strictly confidential. In autumn 1996 the EDG Recommendation will be reviewed and
revised in order to secure that industrial requirements are fully met.
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Introduction
The major part of the dried timber being traded, processed and currently used is technical
dried sawn timber. Automated processing and the necessity of achieving a high level of
dimensional stability in the final timber product require that pre-defined moisture contents in
the dried timber are met precisely.
This Recornmendation was developed with the close co-operation of representatives of the
European timber trade, timber processing industries, research and education authorities in
order to facilitate precise specification of both drying quality in contracts and the assessment
of drying quality ofkiln dried sawn timber.
Quality specifications and quality control methods detailed in this Recornmendation only
oblige contractual parties when the specific contract refers to the Recommendation and when,
in addition to the desired target moisture content, drying quality hag been specified in terms of
drying quality classesS "standard", Q "quality dried" and E "exclusive".

CoDieRt and scope of the Recommendation
This Recommendation
consistsof five parts
.Part
1 provides a general introduction to the problems associated with drying quality
assessmentand the characteristics of drying quality are distinguished from those of wood
quality .
.Part
2 is the standard für specifying and assessing drying quality with respect to both
moisture content and casehardening of kiln loads and consignments of kiln dried sawn
timber. The three drying quality classes S "standard", Q "quality dried" and E
"exclusive" are defined.
.Part
3 provides guidance on how to qualify, quantify and assessfurther drying quality
characteristics für those caseswhere specific product standards covering this field do not
exist.
.Part

4 summarizes the drying quality regulations in tabular form.

Part 5 provides checklists für undertaking drying quality control and assessment,together
with evaluation forms.

This Recommendation
canbe usedfor:
.Specification
.Internal

quality control

.Assignment
.Objective

of drying quality in contracts für the provision of kiln dried sawn timber.
,

related quality control
evaluation of drying quality in caseof dispute

This Recommendation is restricted to softwoods and hardwoods up to 80 mm in
thickness. Semi-manufactured products or finished articles may be checked and classified
according to this Recommendation but in most casesadditional quality criteria will have to be
defined as the EDG-Recommendation hag been specific developed only to cover kiln dried
sawn timber.
This Recommendation defines three drying quality classes für kiln dried sawn timber. S
(standard) relates to stock für which the final use is not yet defined and für which the drying
quality requirements probably will not be very high. Q (quality dried) is suggested für stock
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with higher drying quality requirements, whereas E (exclusive) specifically caters für specific
end uses with very high requirements of drying quality.
All the specifications and classifications detailed ibis Recommendation should not be
used tor timber with target moisture contents above 20 %, such material should be
considered as 'pre-dried' in contractual terms.
This Recommendation should only be used to assessthe drying quality of complete kiln
loads or consignments (lots), as defined in a specific contract. Separation of these
quantities (lots), while retaining the drying quality classification is only allowed if an
additional agreed quality control determination on the separatedquantity (lot) is undertaken.
Ir in a contract, the desired target moisture content is specified in terms of drying
quality classes, then only the variation of mean board moisture content MC1/3 will be
considered. Inclusion of within-board moisture content variation, together with
casehardening, in the quality specification has to be explicitly and additionally defined. For
certain stock, the contractual parties can define stricter or more lax regulations and variations
of properties, and additional criteria can be added wherever this is deemed necessary.
Where a drying quality classification as defined in this Recommendation is made part of a
contract between supplier and purchaser, or of an order für contract drying, then all parties
involved, or the arbitrator in the case of a dispute, agree to assessdrying quality according to
the testing procedures described in this Recommendation. In case of dispute regarding
moisture content measurement, at the demand of Olle of the contractual parties, an
independent expert or an arbitrator must employ the 'aven-dry' test method für moisture
content determination in order to avoid possible measuring errors which may arise from the
electrical moisture content determination method.
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Part 1:
1.1 Fundamentals
For any detennination or evaluation of quality the existence of measurable properties within
the timber is essential. When considering drying quality and the methods für its detennination
allowable limits für certain properties and characteristics are defined in this Recomrnendation.
Properties which characterise wood quality are distinguished from those characterising drying
quality. Wood quality is an inherent physical property of a quantity of timber, whereas
drying quality can be influenced and improved considerably by controlling and regulating
the drying process.
Wood quality relates to all physical properties ofthe unprocessedtimber, which already exist
in sawn timber prior to drying. The definition of wood quality includes such properties as
knots, annual ring width, fibre orientation, and resin pockets, together with those defects that
have been produced by animals, insects or fungi. In most casesnatural inherent imperfections
and defects caused by the drying process can be distinguished without difficulty (Figure 1).
The most difficult defects to detect are those which occur during the drying process due to
certain inherent wood properties present in the timber. Table 1 provides a guide to the most
important properties relating to wood quality and drying quality.
Figure 1: Differences between wood specific and drying specific properties

Table 1: Wood propertiesandthosepropertiesinfluencedby the drying process
Properties related to wood quality

!!!!-perties
..
....
..

Mechanicalproperties
Density
Shrinkagecoefficient
Fibre orientation
Spiral grain
lnterlocked grain

influenced by the drying process
Final moisture content
Variation of moisture content
-across the board thickness
-along the board length
-within a kiln load
-within a consignment (lot)

Drying stresses
Reactionwood
Juvenilewood
Knots

Surface checking
Internal checking (honeycombing)
End checking
Collapse

Growth stresses
Ring shake
Frostchecks

Certain deforrnations

Res~~~~

Certaindiscolorations
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1.2 Criteria for evaluation of drying ~uality
In general, users of sawn timber have a pr cise understanding of the wood quality required für
a specific end use. During recent decades generally acceptedmIes and regulations have been
developed with regard to quality gra ing of timber, such as visual and mechanical
stress/strengthgrading. In this Recomme dation, special quality criteria and methods für the
assessmentof drying quality are defined r the characteristics listed in Tables 2a and 2b. Part
2 of this Recommendation, that defining e Standard, defines allowable ranges für the three
drying quality classes S, Q and E acco ding to criteria listed in Table 2a, whereas Part 3
provides recommendations on how thos drying quality criteria listed in Table 2b may be
expressedand quantified by qualitative ex ressions, if other grading mIes are not available.
Specifying drying quality in contracts is !O
defining

the

drying

quality

class

required.

major
The

benefit

für

seIler/producer

the

buyer/user,
of

dried

due
timber

to
hag

the

ease

the

advan-

of

tage ofbeing ahle to undertake an objectiv quality control procedure in order to avoid dispute
and possible complaints regarding drying uality.
for all drying quality criteria, practical t easurementtechniques are described, in order to
enable producers, specifiers and end user to control and monitor the quality of dried timber
,employing identical mIes.
!fable 2a:

Drying quality criteria consideted in the drying quality classesS, Q and E

Table2b: Additional criteria for drying q~lity, which may be defined on demand
Drying quality criteria

Compliance

Checking caused b-y drying
-S urface checking
-Internal checking (honeycombing)
-End checking

By request

Collapse
-Surface staining
-Internal stain
-Development of spots
-Sticker marks
-Changes of colour

Defonnationscaused
by incorrectsticke~g orpiling

By request
By request

Important tor:

Softwood

Hardwood

x
x
x

0

x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

x

x

0
0

X
By request

0
0

X
By request
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Part 2:

Standard für specification and assessment of moisture content
and casehardening in kiln loads or consignments (lots)

2.1 Definition of wood moisture content
Wood moisturecontentis definedasthe ratio betweenthe massofwater in a given volume of
wood andthe oven-dryweight, i.e. at zeromoisturecontent,of the samevolume of wood.
At presentthe only standardized method für the determination of wood moisture content is the
oven-dry method, where small pieces of wood (15-20 mm cross sections) are weighed, oven
dried to constant weight i.e. to zero moisture content, in air at 103°C +/-3°C, and re-weighed.
The quantity of water contained in the sampie is the difference in weight before and after oven
drying. Species with high resin content have to be treated with special care. Oven drying
should be carried out under vacuum conditions at 60°C and/or sampies should be taken at a
sufficient distance from the butt end in order to avoid false results.

The wood moisturecontentis calculatedby useof the following equation:
m wet -m

oven dry

MC[%] =

x 100
m avendry

As the determination of wood moisture content by use of the oven-dry method is a destructive
test and a very time consuming method, it is less frequently used in industrial practice. For
fast determination of wood moisture content, if required, the oven-dry method is not practical.
In industrial practice, wood moisture content is therefore orten determined indirectly, if less
accurately, by measuring the electrical resistance or dielectric properties ofthe timber.

2.2 Practical determination of moisture content
Two different types of hand-held moisture meters are available on the market. Resistancetype
moisture meters determine the electrical resistance of the wood, measured between insulated
meta! pins driven into specified depths from the surface of the wood; the resistance being
strongly influenced by the moisture content and temperature. Capacitance type moisture
meters employ the large difference of the dielectric constant between wood and water.
Whereas wood moisture content directly influences the electrical resistance,the electrical capacity of a piece of wood is determined by the mass of wateTwithin the reach of the condensator plates of the capacitance type meter. Resistance type moisture meters have to
compensate für variations caused by wood species and wood temperature. The readings of
capacitance type moisture meters are strongly influenced by the varying density of woods.
With these reservations, both types of instruments produce fairly reliable results, if certain
limitations are accepted.
1) Electrical resistance of wood does not solely depend upon moisture content; wood species
and the temperature of the timber have also to be considered. Modem hand-held resistance
type moisture meters therefore normally have switchable settings für wood species and
wood temperature compensation. Where no species and temperature correction switches
are available, correction tables provided by the meter manufacturer must be used.
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2) In achieving good results, it is very important that the meter manufacturer's usage
instructions regarding measurement direction and measuring time period are followed.
Instruments have to be checked and calibrated regularily against calibrated resistance blocks recommended by independent research institutes.
3) Users of resistance type moisture meters should be aware of the fact that reliable
measurements cannot be undertaken above 27-30% MC, the fibre saturation point.
Although most resistance type meters indicate readings above 30 % MC, their accuracy is
normally very paar. For a more exact determination of wood moisture content above fibre
saturation only the oven dry method should be employed. Within the range of 8 -25% MC
and at temperatures around 20°C, good moisture meters should be ahle to indicate the true
moisture contenf with an accuracy of about +/-1 %, i.e. more accurate towards the dry
end, and less accurate towards the wet end, ofthe 8 -25% moisture content range, ifa sufficient number of measurementshave been carried out. Single measurementsof moisture
content made on individual boards can deviate from the true moisture content due to the
natural variability of electrical resistance within a timber species (e.g. up to about +/-3%
MC at 25% MC für Meranti). Below 6% MC the oven dry test must be used, because the
readings indicated by resistancetype moisture meters become unreliable and inaccurate.
When using capacitance type moisture meters Olle should be aware that the density of the
timber piece being measured is the major factor influencing the measurement accuracy;
therefore, the use of density correction is of the utmost importance. Capacitance type moistüre meters always indicate an estimate of the averagemoisture content within the reach of
the plate electrodes, and hence moisture content distributions cannot be determined with
this type of equipment. For all measurements,the meter user has to ensure that all plate
electrodes firmly touch the surface of the timber, as an air gap between timber and electrodes will result in inaccurate readings. To avoid dispute between contractual partners capacitance MC meters should not be used für testing MC compliance according to the EDG
specification system.
4) When measuring moisture content with resistancetype meters, it should be understood that
the non-insulated electrodes always measure the moisture content of the wettest spot in
contact with the complete length of the electrodes; hence, inaccurate results will be
obtained on those sampies that have been rewetted superficially by rain or during the
'conditioning' period. Insulated electrodes, with only the electrode tips being active and
providing measurements, will deliver more reliable results; additionally, such electrodes
never indicate the average moisture content of the timber (unless in MC1/3 depth position)
but rather the local moisture content at the electrode tip. When measuring surface moisture
content (MC1/6)even insulated electrodes act like non-insulated elcetrodes.
5) In order to avoid false results and dispute about MC measurements only insulated
electrodes with a short conical tip (4-5 mm) should be used.
6) When deteffilining moisture content distribution in the cross-section of a piece of timber,
measurements should be taken at different depths. This is achieved by driving the resistance type meter electrodes (in the board surface direction recomrnended by the meter manufacturers) into the surface layer ofthe board, to a depth of 1/6 ofthe thickness, and then

True moisture contentis defined as the moisturecontentwhich would have beendeterrninedby using the
oven dry rnethod.
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in steps to the centre ofthe board's cross-sectiontaking measurementsat 1/3 and 1/2 ofthe
board thickness. By use of this method, moisture content distribution differences can be determined non-destructively without recourse to slicing and oven-drying.
7) In those cases, where cross-cuts through the board thickness are made during quality control procedures, moistl.ire content can be determined by driving the needle electrodes into
the freshly cross-cut surface, i.e. lengthwise parallel to the board surface.
8) Moisture content measurements must only be taken at a distance of 300500 mm from both the butt and top ends of boards to avoid misleading results, due to end
drying. Additional measurementshave to be taken at half length of the boards. Individual
boards must only be tested at ODeposition. OuTing quality control an equal number of
measurementshagto be taken at the butt, top and half length position.
Iable 3: Locations within board depth für determination ofmoisture content:

MC(I/6)

1/3 ofthickness
1/2 ofthickness.

Core MC

I
.MC(I/2)

MC(I/3)
-

2.3 Moisture content limits in the drying quality classesS, Q and E
This standard für the specification and assessmentof moisture content and casehardening in
kiln loads or consignments (lots) defines moisture content limits as a function of the desired
target moisture content für the three drying quality classesS, Q and E with respectto:
.variation

of mean moisture content

.variation

ofmoisture content differences between MC1/2and MC1/6(core and surface)

When using the drying quality classes S, Q and E to specify drying quality in contracts,
the limits for the variation of mean moisture content are mandatory, always are to be
complied with. Where limits für the variation of within-board moisture content differences
are desired in the drying quality specification, then additional clauses are required to the
contract.

2.3.1 Confidence levels and testing strategy
In order to create easy to use requirements, the 90% confidence level has been chosen to
specify, limit and test the deviation of individual measurementsof MC1/3 (estimates of mean
MC) from the desired target moisture content and also the difference between MC1/2 (core)
~d MC1/6 (surface) i.e. 'gradient'. For practical use, this means:
.In

a minimum random sampIe of 15 individual boards, one board measurement may be
outside of the required range; all other measurementsmust conform to the requirements in
Tables 5 or 6.

.In

a random sampIe of 20 individual boards, 18 results must fulfil the requirements of
Table 5 or 6. If more than 2 measurementsare outside the requirement range, then the
number of sampIes may increased by 10 sampIes in steps, i.e. 27 measurementsto comply
with 30 sampies, or 36 measurementsto comply with 40 sampIes.
10
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.If

more than 20 individual boards are tested, then 90% of all results must comply with the
requirements ofTable 5 or 6.

If a kiln load or consignment (lot) fails to meet the desired specification, then it either has to
be re-dried and reassessed,or be allocated into a lower quality class, or if this is not possible,
rejected as not conforming with the drying quality specification system.
Table 4 shows the minimum number of randomly selected individual boards required to be
tested by the standard depending upon the size of the kiln load or consignment.

Table4a: Minimum number ofindividual boards required for MC compliance,
selected for random testing
!1)

ClassS
1 out of 10 packets hagto be sampled
1 out of 7 packets hagto be sampled
ClassQ
ClassE
1 out of 5 packets h~s to be sampled
From eachpacket,a minimumof 5 individual boardshaveto be checkedforME;/)
(estimateof meanmoisturecontent)

!ß)

If specified, all selected boards have to be tested für MC differences (gradient), in
ad<!!tionto requirements in 2)
Minimum number of boards to be tested is 15
ClassS
Minimum number of boards to be tested is 20
ClassQ
Minimum number
of boards to be tested is 25
ClassE
Ifthe minimum number ofsarnples in 4) is not achieved by following 1) and 2)
the~ additional packets have to be opened.

1'4)

2.3.2 Allowable variation of MC1/3
The reference point für moisture content drying quality variation is the target moisture content
(MCtarg) specified in a contract. MC1/3 is considered as an estimate of the mean MC of
individual boards.
The drying quality classifications S (standard), Q (quality dried) and E (exclusive) pennit
differing variation of MC1/3 measurementsaround the target moisture content (MCtarg).Class
S (standard) allows the largest MC1/3variation, class Q (quality dried) is the universal class
für a wide range of end uses, where a moisture content within a more narrow range is
required, and Class E (exclusive), due to its narrow quality limits, should be used für
specifying dried timber für very special end usesand drying quality requirements.
The allowable 90% exclusion limits für the variation of MC1/3 in the three quality classes are
fttnctions ofthe target moisture content (MCtarg)as shown in Table 5.
Table 5: Allowable range ofMC1/3 (estimate ofmean MC) ofindividual boards
around the target moisture content (MCtarg)
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For a long time, expressions such as "shipping dry" or "delivery dry" have been used to spec,ify the required moisture content characteristics of consignments (lots). The Scandinavian
standard INSTA 141 declares that in a lot (consignment) characterized as "delivery dry"
i97,7% of all pieces (boards) must have an average moisture content ~ (less then or equal to)
!24% in order to ensure that the timber will withstand normal sea and land transport (when
covered) and buyer's storage in accordance with good trade practice. To fulfil the requireiments für "delivery dry" the average moisture content of a consignment2 (lot) should be
specified by a MCtarg14-17%, drying quality S.
;

12.3.3AIIowable variation ofMC differences (gradients)
~gain, the reference point für drying quality with respectto moisture content differences
(board surface to core gradients) is the target moisture content (MCtarg)specified in a contract.
tf, in addition to the variation ofMC1/3 (estimate ofmean MC), the moisture content differrnces (gradient or MC distribution) in the cross section of the individual boards are considtred of importance, then the contractual partners have to specify this in their contract.
Moisture content difference is defined as the difference between the board's core moisture
~ontent (MCcore)and the board's surface moisture content (MC1/6). Allowable ranges of MC
~ifferences in the drying quality classesS, Q and E (see table 6) are expressedas functions of
MCtarg.

ethod: AssessmentofMC differences (gradient) is carried out by successivemeasurements
t the same spot on the selected board, at different defined depths. For the first surface reading
MC1/6),the needle electrodes ofthe resistancetype meter are driven into the timber to a depth
f 1/6 of the board thickness, with a mandatory minimum penetration depth of 5 mm. The
econd MC reading (MC1/3) is made at 1/3 of the board thickness to provide an estimate of
verage board MC. The final reading (MC1/2)is made when the electrode needle tips penetrate
the board's centre. For each individual board selected, all three measured MC values have
tP be recorded für further evaluation and reference. If cross cuts have been made, the required
~oisture content values can be determined by inserting the electrodes lengthwise parallel to
t~e surface, at different depths from the original board surface.
\\'hen assessingMC differences in softwood measuring positions have to be chosen randomly
ip sapwood and heartwood resulting in an equal number of sapwood and heartwood readings.1
ahle 6: Allowable range of within-board moisture content gradient (MC1/2 -MC1/6)
"",1\1
as a function oftarget moisture content (MCtarg)

In drying softwood, side boards (those taken from the outer layers of the log's cross-section)
contain a higher amount of sapwood than centre boards (those taken from near the pith of
the log), which results in a larger spread of moisture content values at the end of drying. To
avoid moisture contents above 24%, the MCtarg must normally be specified below 17%. A
consignment (lot) consisting mainly of centre boards will also meet the requirements für
'delivery dry', if the desired target moisture content is specified as MCtarg = 17-19% and
drying quality Q.
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2.3.4 Documentation of MC measurements
In all cases, each result should be recorded in a quality control report in order to testify as to
the procedure adopted and as to the results of the drying quality control. To facilitate the
drying quality control procedure, the assessmentand evaluation forms listed in Part 5 of this
Recomrnendation could be used.
After quality control procedures have been made, the dried timber should be stored, packed
or transported to the buyer in such a manneTthat the final moisture content does not change
significantly.

2.4 Fundamentals of casehardening
Drying stresses, caused by moisture gradients (differences in moisture content between the
surface and core layers of drying timber) during the drying process, result in case hardening,
arid cannot be avoided during normal kilning operations. During the development of the moisture gradients, tension stresses inevitably develop in the surface layers of boards and compression stressesin the board's centre. If the tension stressesexceed the strength of the timber
perpendicular to the grain, surface checking occurs. During the initial phase of the drying
process, plastic deformations (set) may occur in the surface layers, which will cause the stress
distribution to reverse as the drying process proceedsand the moisture content in the centre of
the boards falls below fibre saturation. After stressreversal, the surface layers are under compression and the core layers under tension, and, if in this situation, the tension stressesexceed
the strength of the timber perpendicular to the grain, internal checking will result. Drying
stressesand moisture differences (gradients) between the board's surface and the core can be
relieved during a conditioning treatment at the end of the drying process. Stress relief by
conditioning is achieved by an application of high relative humidities at elevated
temperatures, and the resultant increaseof surface moisture content causesswelling of the surface layers, which results in compression stressesexceeding the elastic limit. Thus the plastic
deformation (set) produced in initial stagesofthe drying process is reversed, releasing most of
the stresses,and reducing the moisture differences (gradients) betweenthe surface and core.
In subsequent processing, and in use following drying, casehardening and/or moisture
d~fferences (gradients) in the board's cross-section may cause serious problems. As soon as
the dried casehardenedtimber is cut parallel to the surface, instantaneous deformations may
occur causing cupping, etc.. If, in addition to drying stresses,moisture gradients still exist in
the board's cross-section following drying, the separatedlongitudinally cut parts will continue
tÖ dry, with additional deformations.
lihe method für the assessmentof casehardeningdescribed has been specifically designed für
practical application and precisely reflects the behaviour of the casehardenedtimber during
Wrther processing stagesand in end use conditions.
Casehardening has only to be assessedif limits for the degree of casehardening have
been specified in the contract. In such a case,routine checks für casehardening on the dried
timber producers side are not mandatory, if it can be shown from past experience that no
inadmissible casehardening hag been produced, by employing specially designed
species/thickness specific drying schedules and/or conditioning treatments. If limits on the
degree of casehardening have been specified in the contract, then the buyer has to evaluate
casehardeningaccording to the procedure described below.
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The evaluation of casehardening (by both qualitative and quantitative means) has to include
both the effects caused by residual drying stresses (casehardening) and the moisture
differences (gradients) between the dried timber's core and surface layers, and the methods
employed should reflect the deformation behaviour of the dried material during further
processing stages and/or under end use conditions.
When carrying out the casehardeningassessments,the following points have to be considered:
11. A uniform level of case-hardeningwill never be detected in a load or a consignment (lot)
I of timber. Flat sawn (rings parallel to surface) boards with high initial moisture contents
have a greater tendency für developing severe casehardeningthan quarter-sawn (rings at
right-angles to surface) boards. The assessmentof casehardening of both softwood and
hardwood species should be undertaken to the same degree on both flat sawn and quarter
sawn boards
andfrom
on boards
ring
orientation
of about
with
the test
I pieces
being cut
the top having
end anda1/3
from
the butt end
ofthe 45°,
boards
and1/3
theof
remainder
I from the middle odf the board.
2. Test pieces fOTcasehardening evaluation have to be cut at the half length position and at a
I distance of at least 300-500 mm from the butt and top end of the boards. These test pieces,
I 15 mrn thick in the longitudinal direction of the board, must be free of defects (surface and
internal checks, extrem resin content, resin pockets, knots, fibre deviation and reaction
I wood).
3. The minimum number of boards that have to be cut für testing compliance with the casehardening specification listed below is 18.
table 4b: Minimum number of individual boards required für casehardeningcompliance,
!
selected für random testing

top end

hut end

1/2 length

2

2

2

Iquartersawn

2

2

2

1450ring orientation

2

2

2

flat sawn

4. The evaluation of casehardening immediately after test specimen cross-cutting only provides an indication of the stress distribution present, as the additional effect of moisture
i differences (gradient) between core and surface layers can only be determined after moistuTe gradients have been reduced or eliminated. To achieve this, the casehardening test
i specimens have to be moisture equalised (conditioned) to a uniform moisture content
I (24 hours für softwood species,and 48 hours für hardwood species)prior to evaluation.
I

Slicing test method
The slicing test für the evaluation of casehardeninghas been specifically designed für application under industrial conditions. The test results are closely related to the results achieved
by the standard prong test. Whereas the prong test only allows a qualitative measure of the
casehardening present, the slicing test can be used für quantitative assessmentof the effects
caused by casehardening.
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0 carry out the slicing test, as shown in Figure 2, the 15 mm thick cross-sectionsare cut from
andomly selected boards (see Table 4b). Each cross-section is clear-cut at Olle end, and a
econd cut is made at 100 mm distance, thus creating a rectangular shaped specimen with a
idth of 100 mm and an height equal to the thickness of the board. The test specimen so
roduced is further sliced in the middle parallel to the board surface. The two slices are placed
.n a test rig which has to be located at a place with a constant climate of 20°C +/-5°C, 55% +/0% relative humidity (simulating an indoor climate). Softwood specimens have to be
limatised für at least 24 hours, hardwood specimens für at least 48 hanfs, when, following
onditioning, the maximum gap between the test specimenslices is measured by using amier,
r a calibrated metal wedge, which is carefully inserted into the gap.
ahle 7 indicates, für each drying quality class, the limits set that 90% of the gap measureents may not exceed.
I the actual width of the piece tested für casehardeningis smaller than 100 mm, the measured
r sults für the gap opening have to be related to the standard specimen width of 100 mm by
sing the formula stated below. This formula mayaiso be used to convert gap openings
easured on tets pieces with a width greater than 100 mm.

(

gaPloo=

)

100
2
.d h
x measuredgap
WI t actual

Second cut

Fißt cut

Second CU!

First CU!

./

./

lOOmm---

lOOmm

'"

Slicing
-

-Test

specimen

-Test

specimen

Conditioning

Measuring

F~gure 2: Slicing test (specimen production and evaluation)
T ble 7: Allowable degree of casehardeningafter conditioning (expressedas maximum gap)
für the different drying quality classes
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Part 3:

Additional features affecting tbe drying quality of sawn timber

ß.l Fissure development
Checking (and splitting), caused by drying, strongly influences drying quality. During
evaluation of both drying checks and splits, it hagto be noted that not all fissures, even though
they orten occur during drying, actually are caused by inadequate drying conditions. Table 8
lists the fissures caused by the drying process and also those which develop during drying due
to the presenceof wood specific properties.

'fable 8: Typesoffissures
Wood specific checking

Fissuring duc to inaccurate drying
conditions
.Surface checking

lhe different types of fissures can nornlally be deternlined easily, according the following
descriptions and diagrams (Figures 3-9) shown below.

3.1.1 Wood specific fissures
Pith checking, middle checking
Irith checks are radially oriented checks, visible on the cross-section of the board and which
orten extend to a considerable length in the longitudinal direction of the board. Such checks
rlofßlally start in the pith or they are oriented towards the pith, and nofßlally only exist in
those boards which include the pith or which are cut in the direct vicinity to the pith. Check
development is due to the anisotropy of shrinkage (varying shrinkage rates in different
apatomical directions) and cannot be avoided under nofßlal drying conditions. Pith checking
c~ be easily distinguished from surface checking, as pith checks are considerably longer in
ltngth in the longitudinal board direction, whereas surface checks are short and are evenly
distributed over the board's wide surfaces.

Figure3: Pith check
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Checking due to interlocked grain
This type of checking occurs in timber containing areas with pronounced interlocked grain,
and such checking is caused by the different amounts of shrinkage occurring during the drying
process, in the timber's three anatomical directions i.e. tangential, radial and longitudinal. In
timber species containing interlocked grain, zones exhibiting positive and negative fibre
inclinations exist close to each other. As shrinkage in the radial or tangential direction may be
about 10 times as large as shrinkage in the longitudinal direction, zones containing strang
fibre inclinations are restrained from shrinking. Drying stressesdue to the different shrinkage
ipotentials easily exceed the strength perpendicular to the grain of the timber, resulting in ty!pical checking patterns (as seen in Figure 4), with checks running inclined to the longitudinal
laxis of the board. Under very mild drying conditions checking due to interlocked grain may
Ibereduced to same extent. It is not possible in all casesto differentiate exactly between checking caused by tao harsh drying conditions and checking which would have occurred
naturally, due to presenceof inclined grain.
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figure 4: Checkscausedby interlockedgrain
Ring shake
Ring shake is visible on the cross-sectionof timber, as a tangential separationof annual rings,
~hich extends in the longitudinal direction, and is orten caused by a suddenchange in density
6r ring width, or by exceptionally weak layers of early wood (laid down in the early period of
annual growth, ie spring). In some cases it may already exist in the living tree, hut even if
absent prior to the drying process, it cannot be avoided during drying. Ring shake can be
easily differentiated from surface or internal checking by its orientation, in that the fissure
aiways follows the annual ring on the board's cross-section.The length of the ring shake in the
lbngitudinal direction may be considerable, whereas surface or internal checks are normally
quite short.
.

Ifigure 5: Ring shake
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Splitting due to growth stresses or juvenile wood
borne timber species have a high tendency to develop growth stresses, and softwood species
form juvenile wood in the central part of the stern. Juvenile wood has a greater longitudinal
~hrinkage, compared to mature adult wood, which causes longitudinal stressing during drying.
The stresses described lead to the development of long fissures in the longitudinal direction.
~uch long fissures can easily be distinguished from internal, surface or end checks by their
large dimensions, indeed, normally, such fissuring covers the complete thickness of a board
(as shown in Figure 6) and is known as a "split". Splits are limited to board ends and to timber
~ontaining growth stresses.
I

fissures caused by growth stresses or juvenile wood are almost always associated with strong
deformations of affected boards, and there are little means to avoid such splitting during the
~rying process. Steaming prior to drying may, to some extent, release some of the locked-in
stresses thus reducing the tendency of splitting. Top-loading (weighting the timber piles with
~oncrete, iron, etc. prior to drying) also reduces splitting to some extent.
::;;0..'

-

--

... ,.

...

~

/

""""

F1igure6: Splitting caused by growth stressesor juvenile wood

3.1.2 Fissuring caused by inadequate drying conditions
As fissuring strongly influences the end-useand quality ofkiln dried sawn timber, it should be
aro.ided whenever possible. As timber is a natural product that exhibits a large natural
variation of properties, then some degree of surface, internal (honeycombing) and end
~ssuring can be expected in a small proportion of a kiln load or consignment (lot), as
normally economic reasons normally prevent timber from being dried so carefully and slowly
sb as to preclude fissuring entirely.

Surface checking
S~ace checking develops during the initial stages of the drying process, when the timber
s~ace is drying tao fast and steepmoisture gradients develop as a consequence.Under these
chnditions, shrinkage of the surface layers of the timber is restrained by the wetter core
n'taterial. High superficial tension stressesmay then lead to surface checking, if the strength of
tl1e timber perpendicular to the grain is exceeded. In most cases,the surface checks would be
ldcated on the wider face of the board, and very seldom at the cants; they are normally also
opented radially along the rays, which form the weakest point in the structure of wood. Such
checks are easily differentiated from other types of checking, because,in most cases, they are
eyenly distributed over the surface of the timber, and only occur in short lengilis in the
longitudinal direction. They may reach deep into the surface of the board, hut they never
cbver the complete cross-section in the form of a split.
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ISurfacechecks may apparently disappear after stressreversal (change of stress from tension to
Icompression during the course of the drying process), when the surface layers become
Istressedin compression. At which stage, they are difficult to find, and their existence can only
Ibeproved by cutting thin slices parallel to the board surface from the test specimens,where, if
ßurfacechecking exists, then the surface slice will fall apart on cutting.

Surfacechecking may causesevereproblemsduring usagebecausethe checksmay openand
plosein responseto climatic changes.
ßurface checks in kiln dried sawn timber which do not extend beyond 2 mm in depth (see
]fable 7a) have to be accepted,becausethe rough sawn timber surfaceshave to be planed, and
~uch surface checks will be removed by the planing process. For an evaluation of surface
fhecking the average depth of the surface checks present is less important then the maximum
~epth, which forms the basis of the qualitative assessmentin Table 9. Thick boards are more
prone to surface checking than thin boards.
I

~iddle checks (Figure 7b) are a special form of surface checks which develop in flat sawn
boards at a position where the annual rings TUnparallel to the surface. These zone shows the
Iargest tendency to shrink. Due to the anisotropy of shrinkage the boards tend to cup. Broad
bat sawn boards during drying are restained from cupping due to the load of the timber stack.
Middle checking in softwood can be avoided to a large extent by application of specially
adapted drying schedules, whereas it hardly can be avoided during drying of hardwoods.
Therefore middle checking in hardwood boards should not be considered as a drying defect.

~ Scandinaviancountries surface checking normally is assessedby evaluation of check
lbngth. As there is a strong correlationbetweenlengthand depthof surfacechecksand determination of check lengthcan be carried out more easilythan depthmeasurements,
evaluation
of checklengthshouldbe acceptedasan alternativeto the measurement
of checkdepth.

fligure 7a: Surfacecheckingand its detection
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destructive means i.e. by cross-cutting a selection of boards at a minimum distance of 300 mm
[rom the ends of the boards. Flat sawn boards, high density boards, and boards with
exceptionally high initial moisture contents exhibit the greatest tendency für development of
1nternal checking or honeycombing. Testing kiln loads für internal checking should be a
routine procedure für every kiln operator.
1nternal checking always devalues kiln dried timber für high quality use, and, therefore,
tnternal checks should not be evaluated according to their length or depth, hut rather by their
presence and frequency. Only in those caseswhere the dimensions of a board or cant is not
changed by processing following the drying process, as in some building purposes, can
tnternal checking be tolerated to some extent. Acceptable levels für different degrees of
internal checking (honeycombing) are given in Table 10.

~igure 8: Internal checking(honeycombing)
labte 10: Degreesof internatchecking(honeycombing)

End checking and splitting
End checks (and splits) always comrnence at the end of a board, and are visible on the end
ctoss-section, and their length may vary from a few millimetres up to several hundreds of
millimetres. Such degrade may be avoided to some extent by coating the end of boards with
v~pour tight paint or paraffin wax, prior to drying. End checking may cover the complete
~ickness of a board in the form of a split, hut in such cases,the length of end check in the
longitudinal direction is limited. In normal conditions, end checking can be easily distingbished from surface and internal checking, as weIl as from checking caused by growth

stresses.
As the occurrence of end checking and splitting is difficult to prevent even under very mild
dfying conditions, all high value timber should receive the suggested end coating treatment,
especially those high value broad-leaved timber specieshaving a thickness in exessof 40 mrn
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figure 9: End checkingand splitting
ualitative assessmentof end checking and splitting differs from that für surface checking,
easured as maximum depth, and internal checking, measured as existence (both being
ssessed tram the same cross-cut test specimen), in that both check or split length and
equency are determined. The allowable degreesof end checking are given in Table 11.
rable 11: Degrees of end checking and splitting

~.3Collapse
ollapse develops during both kiln or air drying processes,due to high capillary tensions in
he wood cells when the moisture content is still above fibre saturation. During rapid drying
ese capillary tensions may rise to a level so high that the wood cells collapse inwards, both
I cally or more extensively in larger regions of a board. Collapse -orten associated with
i temal checking, is recognised by unevenly corrugated board surfaces or excessive board
hrinkage, and is associated with certain wood species, such as high density Oak, Eucalyptus
sp. and those species containing wetwood.
~ ollapse is always caused by too rapid drying above fibre saturation, and can be relieved to a
ertain extent by an intermediate conditioning treatment i.e. stearning at a moisture content
elow that offibre saturation (approx. 20% MC).

~ e degree of collapse within a board can be evaluated by establishing the difference dc beeen the largest and smallest cross-sectional thickness as shown in Figure 10. The degree of
ollapse can be evaluated qualitatively according to the limits given in table 12.
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l
~

dmax

~

dc = dmax-dmin
.~

dmin
~igure 10: Method for evaluationof collapse
Table 12: Degreeof collaps

d" less then or eaual to f I mm (major loss 01 volume after Dlaning)
d, .less then or ec ual to 3I mm (removed

by

.1eavyplaning)

.4 Discolorations caused by the drying process
iscolorations caused by the drying process are those which actually occur during drying. The
c uses für discolorations during the drying process are many and various, and, of special
i portance to contract dryers, not always is the kiln operator responsible für their occurrence.
I order to prove whether discolorations have or have not occurred during drying, reference
s pIes (the normal 15 mm thick cross-sections)should be cut before the drying process is
s arted. These sampies have to be dried carefully at low temperature so that no colour changes
ccur. When a high value speciesis to be dried, reference sampies should always be taken.
iscolorations due to the drying processare:
.Blue

stain or superficial mould (mostly causedby tao slow drying prior to kiln drying)

.Colour

changesdue to wateTcondensation on the timber surface, wateTstain

.Colour

changes due to high drying temperaturescf. high temperature drying

.Colour

changes caused by tao slow drying above fibre saturation

tickeT marks and sticker stain can be caused by wet, dirty or inadequate stickers i.e. wrong
s ecies, tODthin, tODwide, etc., with sticker stain occuring most frequently during air drying.
he determination of the degree of discoloration is very difficult, and, therefore, only different
pes and manifestations are listed in the Recornrnendation. The importance of a particular
d.scoloration will depend upon the particular end use, and, in all cases,where discolorations
Duld limit the use of the specific contract, the partners to the said contract should specify
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precisely, what type and amount of discoloration is acceptable. To assist the specification
procedure, the following expressionsand definitions may be of assistance:

.superficial

discolorations

biscolorations are described as "superficial" if dark timber surface layers contrast against the
lighter colour core material.

.core

discolorations

biscolorations are described as "core" discolorations if a dark timber core materials contrast
against the lighter colour surface layers.

.homogeneous discolorations
biscolorations are "homogeneous" when the complete timber cross-section has undergone a
cj:omplete,total, colour change, without any colour differences in the cross-section.

.non-homogeneous discolorations
Discolorations are defined as "non-homogeneous", when regions having a spotty or streaky
li>attem contrast against the basic continuous background colour.
All types of discolorations should be evaluated (if specified) on cross-sections made at least
300 mm away from the end of the board. To provide a clean surface für the evaluation of
qolour or discoloration pattern, a sharp band or circular saw has to be employed.

3.5Deformations
~lthough the major part of all deformations occurring in kiln dried sawn timber develops
quring the drying process, process control and drying conditions orten cannot always be held
rbsponsible für their occurrence. Cupping and diamonding are inevitably caused by anisotropy
df shrinkage, with bow, spring and twist being caused by inherent local wood properties, e.g.
j}1venile wood, reaction wood, spiral or interlocked grain, etc.. By definition these derprmations are not part of the drying quality control but rather part of timber quality. There are
" number of national producer standards which define the type and allowable degree of
deformation in kiln dried sawn timber.
Even though these deformations are caused by inherent wood properties, their distinctness can
He influenced during the drying process by using specially adapted drying schedules, top
loading, etc.).
N1ultiple bowing caused by incorrect and inadequatestickering may be considered as a drying
damage, because it is clearly related to and influenced by the drying process.
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Part 4:
Table 4.1: Allowable range ofMC1/J_(estimate ofmean MC)
around the target moisture content (MCtarg)

I

f able 4.2: Allowable range ofwithin-board

moisture content gradient (MC1/2 -MC1/6)
as a function of target moisture content (MCtarg)

IQuality class

90 % of all differences (gradient)
between MC1/2and MC1/6must be
equal or smaller than:

Max. allowable diffe
MCtargis:
10%
14%

18%

f able 4.3: Minimum number of individual boards required tor compliance, selected tor
random testing
11)

~)
-~)

~)
1$)

ClassS
ClassQ
ClassE

1 out of 10 rackets has to be sarnpled
1 out of 7 rackets has to be sarnpled
1 out of 5 rackets has to be sarnpled
From eachpacket, a minimum of 5 individual boards have to be checked für MC-1/3
(estimate ofmean moisture content)
1I specmed, all selected boards bave to be tested for MC differences (gradient),
in addition to requirements in 2)
ClassS
Minimum number of boards to be tested is15
ClassQ
Minimum number of boards to be tested is 20
ClassE
Minimum number of boards to be tested is 25

Ifthe minimum numberofsamples in 4) is not acruevedby following 1) and 2)
thenadditionalpacketshaveto be opened.

1able 4.4: Allowable degree of casebardening after conditioning
I
(expressed as maximum gap) für tbe different drying quality classes
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